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I know Lakers fans aren't usually welcome, but inspired by a thread on our forum, I want to ask for
advice on cool things I can do on a road trip. My husband and I and our young son (almost 6 months)

are going to take a family vacation this weekend. I would really appreciate it if someone could point me
to some specific places (not necessarily within our country) that they would recommend to relax and
unwind. Thanks in advance for your help. I had a similar situation with me and my husband and my

young daughter. We traveled with our daughter for the first
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dailymotion;Â . | Three days in a

row, the Washington Post
analyzes the latest round of pre-

November polling data,
concluding: "Growth in the GOP

lead this fall is so strong that the
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Republican Party could probably
win with just 38% of the

electorate. It's not really fair to
call this a lead, though, because it

is a very narrow one — but that
should not be misinterpreted as a
lack of enthusiasm on the part of
Republican supporters." There are

three problems with this
reasoning: 1. Presidential races
are about turning out the base,
not garnering enthusiasm. No

other political contest is so
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thorough-going an expression of
grassroots support. From the

primaries, to the conventions, to
the general election, the entire

apparatus of party politics is
geared to turn out the right

number of voters. From Harry
Truman to Bill Clinton, once in the
White House, they have depended
on the turnout of loyalists to keep
their presidencies. 2. The GOP has
a lead of more than seven points.
The latest "generic ballot" poll by
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RealClearPolitics finds Obama
leading by 7.9 percentage points.

3. Republicans are not the
underdog this year. The latest

Gallup poll, released on Saturday,
puts the GOP at 47 percent and

Obama at 42 percent. Thus, while
Obama is leading by 3.7
percentage points, most

observers of the campaign
assume that the parties' contests
will be a squeaker. It's true that in

this poll, Obama gets slightly
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more support from voters with
college degrees. But as the

Washington Post points out, this is
the same college-educated bloc

that consistently voted for George
Bush twice. Even among women,
Obama gets only a slight edge,

41.8 percent to 37.8 percent. Yet
in the last three presidential

elections, women have voted for
the Republican candidate by 60

percent to 38.8 percent. Obama's
vote margin is the same as his
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2008 margin, but it is smaller
than the margin by which Hillary
Clinton beat McCain, and smaller
than John Kerry's margin.Q: How
can I use async.eachSeries for a
Node.js REST server? I have a

Node.js server that makes
c6a93da74d
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